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SPACECRAFT TRAJECTORY DESIGN FOR TOURS OF MULTIPLE
SMALL BODIES

Brent W. Barbee∗, George W. Davis†, and Sun Hur–Diaz‡

Spacecraft science missions to small bodies (asteroids and comets) have historically vis-
ited only one or several small bodies per mission. Our research goal is to create a trajectory
design algorithm that generates trajectory sets allowing a spacecraft to visit a significant num-
ber of asteroids during a single mission. There are thousands of known asteroids, and this
huge search space makes identifying optimal or feasible asteroid itineraries an NP-complete
combinatorial optimization problem. An algorithm has been developed to traverse the search
space in a practical fashion and generate solutions, enabling trajectory design for multiple
small body tours using available spacecraft propulsion technology.

INTRODUCTION

Small solar system bodies (asteroids and comets) have long been a subject of scientific study. A variety of
spacecraft missions have been sent to asteroids and comets over the years, providing insight into the origins
and evolution of our solar system. Understanding the composition, structure, and orbits of these objects is
also crucial to learning how to deflect an asteroid or comet when one is discovered to be on a collision course
with Earth.

There are currently millions of known asteroids and comets, with more being discovered on a continual
basis. While many of these are Main Belt asteroids between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter, the known Near-
Earth Object (NEO) population alone consists of 6, 330 objects∗, mostly Near-Earth Asteroids (NEAs), at the
time of this writing. Since only a handful of these have been visited by spacecraft, our scientific understanding
of them is far from complete, and spacecraft mission designs that can visit large numbers of asteroids during
a single mission are therefore highly desirable.

The objective of the research described herein is to design optimal, or suboptimal but feasible and efficient,
trajectory sets that allow a spacecraft to tour a significant number of small bodies in one mission using
available technology. Such trajectory designs will substantially increase the science return for a spacecraft
mission without a proportional increase in cost or risk.

In particular, the goal is to select an asteroid itinerary for successive flyby or rendezvous out of a large
subset of the NEA population such that a maximum number of asteroids are visited given propulsion system
and mission duration constraints. The analysis may also instead seek to visit a specific number of asteroids
such that required fuel mass is minimized or at least small enough to fit within mission cost limitations.
Gravity assists from planetary bodies are not considered in this treatment of the problem and small bodies
such as asteroids do not have enough mass to offer gravity assist of their own.

PROBLEM CHARACTERIZATION

This problem bears similarity to the famous “Traveling Salesman” problem, in which the goal is to find
the shortest cyclical itinerary for a set of N cities such that each is visited in turn, followed by a return to the
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city of origin.1 The challenge lies in choosing the order in which the cities are visited such that the total path
distance traveled is minimized.

In the case of the asteroid tour problem posed herein, the goal is to minimize the fuel consumed by the
spacecraft. Thus the objective function is final spacecraft mass, which is to be maximized, or total mission
∆v, which is to be minimized. However, the number of asteroids to be visited may be specified a priori or it
may be left free, in which case the primary performance index to be maximized is the number of asteroids that
can be visited while respecting other constraints; final spacecraft mass then becomes a secondary performance
index to be maximized. In either case the list of asteroids to visit must be ordered such that the fuel required
to fly the itinerary is minimized.

Exhaustively sampling all possible permutations of ordered asteroid sets to identify the globally optimal
solution is not an option. The number of permutations, P , is

P =
T !

(T − S)!
(1)

where T is the total number of candidate target asteroids in the population and S is the number of asteroids in
the set to be visited. For example, choosing an ordered set of 3 asteroids out of a population of 5 yields only
60 permutations, but we wish to consider much larger ordered sets and populations. Choosing an ordered
set of 6 asteroids out of a population of 60 yields 36, 045, 979, 200 permutations, which is a huge number to
sample, but even a population of 60 is still not useful given the size of the NEA population. If we consider a
subset of the NEA population consisting of approximately 1500 asteroids and seek to choose an ordered set
of 6, the resulting number of permutations is so large that it is practically incalculable.

Thus the problem posed here is an NP–complete combinatorial optimization problem because the compu-
tation time for an exact solution increases exponentially with the characteristic size of the problem and the
objective function must be optimized over an N dimensional continuous parameter space and a very large
discrete configuration space.1

Two distinct problems were considered and the results for each are detailed herein. The first is a serial
asteroid rendezvous problem in which the number of asteroids to be visited was chosen a priori and the
spacecraft performs a rendezvous with each asteroid. The second is a serial asteroid flyby problem in which
the number of asteroids flown by is to be maximized.

Serial Asteroid Rendezvous Problem

The objective for the serial asteroid rendezvous problem is to select an ordered set of asteroids such that the
spacecraft can depart Earth and rendezvous with each asteroid in turn, lingering at each asteroid for an amount
of time sufficient to conduct science operations and collect useful measurements. It might also be possible to
collect material samples from each asteroid and add a final trajectory segment in which the spacecraft returns
to Earth to deliver its samples, though this was not considered.

In particular, an ordered set of 6 asteroids was to be selected from a population of 949 Potentially Haz-
ardous Asteroids (PHAs)∗. PHAs are asteroids that have a Minimum Orbit Intersection Distance (MOID)
with Earth less than or equal to 0.05 AU and an absolute magnitude†, H , of 22.0 or brighter (H ≤ 22.0),
which corresponds to a minimum size‡ of 150 m. The year of launch from Earth was constrained to be within
2012 and 2017, inclusive, and the total mission duration was to be less than 10 years. The time of flight be-
tween asteroids was allowed to vary between 10 and 400 days. The duration of time for which the spacecraft

∗This was the number of known PHAs when the serial asteroid rendezvous study was conducted during the summer of 2008. At the
time of this writing approximately one year later there are 1067 known PHAs, with more being discovered on a continual basis. See
http://neo.jpl.nasa.gov/neo/groups.html for more information.
†Absolute magnitude (for Solar System bodies) is defined as the apparent magnitude of an object if it were 1 AU from the Sun and

the observer, and at a phase angle of zero degrees.
‡H = 22.0 generally corresponds to a size range of 110–240 m, but for the purposes of defining PHAs an albedo of 13% is also

assumed, in which case H = 22.0 then corresponds to a size of 150 m.
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stays in proximity to an asteroid after rendezvous before moving on to the next asteroid is called the loiter
time, which was allowed to vary between 60 and 240 days.

No specifications or limitations were designated for the spacecraft mass, propulsion system, or launch
vehicle. Neither were any constraints placed on the spacecraft’s Earth departure excess velocity (v∞) in
terms of magnitude or direction. Rather, the goal was to minimize the total ∆v required of the spacecraft to
complete the mission; performance with respect to a range of specifications for launch vehicle and propulsion
system was then analyzed a posteriori.

GTOC4 Problem

The 4th annual Global Trajectory Optimization Competition (GTOC4) was organized by CNES (winner
of GTOC3) and took place from March 2nd to March 30th, 2009, giving competitors only 4 weeks to design
and implement solutions. 47 teams registered, including Emergent Space Technologies, Inc. (the authors’
company). 26 teams were able to return solutions by the deadline and 23 of these were deemed valid by the
competition organizers.

The GTOC4 problem statement2 was as follows. Given a population of 1436 asteroids (chosen and dissem-
inated by the competition organizers), find an ordered set of asteroids for a spacecraft to flyby in sequence
such that the number of asteroids flown by is maximized. Thus, the primary performance index to be max-
imized is the number of asteroids flown by, denoted by J . Furthermore, the spacecraft must perform a
rendezvous with an asteroid after the final flyby. If any two solutions fly by the same number of asteroids,
the solution for which the remaining spacecraft fuel is largest wins (final spacecraft mass is thus a secondary
performance index, to be maximized).

The spacecraft must launch from Earth with a departure excess velocity (v∞) no greater than 4.0 km/s in
magnitude but with unconstrained direction. The year of launch must be within 2015 and 2025, inclusive.
The time from launch to final rendezvous, τ , must not exceed 10 years. The flybys and final rendezvous must
all be unique, i.e., flying by a particular asteroid more than once does not count towards J and the asteroid
selected for the final rendezvous must not have been flown by previously. Gravity assists are not permitted.
During a flyby, the spacecraft must pass within at least 1000 km of the asteroid and during rendezvous the
final position of the spacecraft must be within 1000 km of the asteroid and the spacecraft’s velocity must be
within 1 m/s of the asteroid’s velocity.

The spacecraft dry mass is 500 kg and the spacecraft is launched with 1000 kg of fuel, yielding a total
initial spacecraft mass of 1500 kg. The spacecraft uses electric propulsion with a constant specific impulse
of 3000 seconds and a maximum thrust magnitude of 0.135 N. The thrust magnitude is allowed to vary from
0 to 0.135 N and the direction of thrust is unconstrained.

According to the GTOC4 problem statement document, the motivation for this problem is to “maximize
the relevance of a rendezvous mission to a given asteroid by visiting the largest set of intermediate asteroids.”
However, the asteroids in the GTOC4 population were found to all be NEAs and hence are all likely around
one to several km in size or smaller; the science value of performing high relative velocity flybys of such small
asteroids requires further consideration and analysis. For example, the Galileo spacecraft flew by asteroid
951 Gaspra (18.2× 10.5× 8.9 km) at a relative velocity of 8.0 km/s, passing within 1600 km of the asteroid
at closest approach.3 However, Gaspra was too small to perturb Galileo enough to permit measurements
of the asteroid’s mass. Nevertheless, 80% of the asteroid’s surface was imaged at a resolution of about
54 m/pixel. By contrast, the NEAR–Shoemaker spacecraft flew within 1212 km of asteroid 253 Mathilde
(66× 48× 46 km) at a relative velocity of 9.93 km/s and was able to collect mass and density measurements
for Mathilde (in addition to > 500 surface images) due to the large size of the asteroid.4

The Emergent team was able to devise and implement a method for obtaining asteroid itineraries containing
large numbers of flybys based on prior experience with the serial asteroid rendezvous problem. However,
these itineraries are by necessity generated using impulsive maneuver modeling for computational speed and
there was not sufficient time to finish developing the mappings required to apply low–thrust propulsion to the
results. Therefore, Emergent did not submit a solution to GTOC4.
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GTOC4 Asteroid Population Figure 1 presents the eccentricities of the asteroids in the GTOC4 population
versus their semi–major axes. The clear trend is that as semi–major axis increases, the minimum eccentricity
increases. This is a strong indication that all 1436 asteroids are Near–Earth Asteroids (NEAs). Further
analysis of the asteroid population confirmed this.
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Figure 1. Eccentricity vs. Semi–Major Axis for the GTOC4 Asteroid Population

NEAs are classified according to a variety of factors, including orbit type. In general, there are Earth–
crossing asteroids known as Atens or Apollos and there are Mars–crossing (Earth–approaching) asteroids
known as Amors. Aten asteroids5 have a semi–major axis less than 1 AU while Apollo asteroids6 have a
semi–major axis greater than 1 AU and a perihelion less than 1.017 AU. Amor asteroids7 have a perihelion
greater than 1 AU but less than 1.3 AU. Amors are also subdivided into two categories, Amor I and Amor
II. Amor I asteroids must satisfy the additional criterion of semi–major axis greater than 1 AU and less than
or equal to 1.523 AU. Amor II asteroids must satisfy the additional criterion of semi–major axis greater than
1.523 AU and less than 2.12 AU. The categorization of the GTOC4 asteroid population according to NEA
orbital type is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Orbit Type Distribution for the 1436 GTOC4 Asteroids

Orbit Type Quantity Percentage

Aten 113 8%
Apollo 772 54%
Amor 265 18%
Amor I 102 7%
Amor II 184 13%

SOLUTION METHODOLOGY

An algorithm named the Series Method was developed to generate feasible asteroid itineraries for the serial
asteroid rendezvous problem. This algorithm was later modified to generate feasible solutions for the GTOC4
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problem.

Serial Asteroid Rendezvous

The Series Method algorithm developed for the serial asteroid rendezvous problem attempts to minimize
the total ∆v for the mission by selecting each asteroid in the itinerary according to minimum rendezvous ∆v.

Figure 2. Earth Departure Date and Flight Time Trajectory Grid Points

In the beginning, all possible rendezvous trajectories from Earth to each of the T asteroids in the population
are computed, allowing Time of Flight to vary between specified minimum and maximum values. Earth
departure date is also varied between the minimum and maximum allowable values, yielding the grid of
trajectory points shown in Figure 2. In Figure 2, DEP0 denotes the minimum allowable Earth departure
date, DEPres denotes the resolution at which Earth departure date is scanned, DEPf denotes the maximum
allowable Earth departure date, TOF0 denotes the minimum allowable time of flight, TOFres denotes the
resolution at which time of flight is scanned, and TOFf denotes the maximum allowable time of flight.

The particular combination of Earth departure date and Time of Flight that yields minimum rendezvous ∆v
is stored for each asteroid, along with the corresponding minimum rendezvous ∆v. One of the T asteroids
will offer the overall lowest minimum rendezvous ∆v, and this asteroid is then selected as the first rendezvous
target from Earth. A Lambert targeting algorithm is utilized for all trajectory calculations. After one of the
asteroids has been selected as the first rendezvous target, T −1 asteroids remain in the population from which
the second rendezvous target will be selected.

A new grid of trajectory points is then formed by allowing the loiter time at the first asteroid to vary
between set bounds and by also allowing the Time of Flight from the first asteroid to the second asteroid to
vary between set bounds, yielding the grid of trajectory points shown in Figure 3, in which L0 denotes the
minimum allowable loiter time, Lres denotes the loiter time scan resolution, and Lf denotes the maximum
allowable loiter time.

Thus each trajectory grid point is associated with a unique combination of loiter time and flight time,
and a parametric sweep of these points is performed using the Lambert targeting algorithm to identify the
combination of loiter time and flight time that yields the minimum ∆v rendezvous from the first asteroid to
a second asteroid in the same fashion as the grid of Earth departure date and flight time was swept for each
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Figure 3. Loiter Time and Flight Time Trajectory Grid Points

asteroid to find the first asteroid for rendezvous. This operation is performed for each of the T −1 asteroids in
the population, and the asteroid that offers the overall lowest minimum rendezvous ∆v is then selected as the
second asteroid rendezvous target. This entire operation is then repeated to find the third asteroid rendezvous
target out of the T − 2 asteroids remaining in the candidate population, and so on. The process continues
iterating until S asteroids have been selected, yielding the complete asteroid tour itinerary for the mission.

This process yields a total number of iterations for the Series Method equal to

Ni =
S∑

k=1

T − (k − 1) (2)

where Ni is the number if iterations, S is the total number of asteroids to be selected for the itinerary, and
T is the total number of asteroids in the candidate population. Considering the lower bounds, parametric
scan resolutions, and upper bounds for Earth departure date, Time of Flight, and loiter time allows the total
number of sampled trajectory grid points, Ng , to be computed as

Ng =
(

TOFf−TOF0
TOFres

+ 1
)[(

DEPf−DEP0
DEPres

+ 1
)
T +

(
Lf−L0

Lres
+ 1
)( S∑

k=2

T − (k − 1)
)]

(3)

The maximum possible value for the date of arrival at the final asteroid in the tour occurs if the algorithm
happens to select the maximum allowable Earth departure date as well as the maximum allowable values of
flight time and loiter time for each segment of the mission. Thus the maximum possible date of final asteroid
rendezvous, denoted as ARRf , is given by

ARRf = DEPf + S(TOFf ) + (S − 1)Lf (4)

The difference between ARRf and the date of Earth departure selected for the first asteroid rendezvous
is then equal to the total mission duration. So the longest possible mission duration is equal to ARRf as
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computed in Eq. 4 minus the minimum allowable Earth departure date. This maximum possible mission
duration may exceed the total mission duration constraint specified for the problem, but it is highly unlikely
that this maximum possible mission duration will be realized since it requires that the algorithm finds the
minimum allowable Earth departure date to be the best choice and that it also finds that all the flight times
and loiter times should be their maximum values for all segments of the mission. However, if the total mission
duration is found to exceed the specified constraint by any margin, the upper bounds on flight time and loiter
time can be reduced and the algorithm re–executed until an itinerary with a satisfactory total mission duration
is found.

Post–Processing The asteroid tour itinerary generated by the Series Method is analyzed in post–processing
as follows. First, the total mission duration is computed by subtracting the Earth departure date from the date
of arrival at the final asteroid. This is compared to the total mission duration limit to ensure compliance.
Next, the value of C3 for the high–energy launch from Earth is computed by squaring the Earth departure
∆v. Finally, the total spacecraft mass that must be launched from Earth, ml, is computed as

ml = mdry

(
e

∆vAS
gIsp

) S−1∏
k=1

e
∆vAk

+∆vDk
gIsp (5)

where mdry is the dry mass of the spacecraft, S is number of asteroids in the itinerary, g is the acceleration of
gravity at Earth’s surface, Isp is the specific impulse of the thruster used by the spacecraft for all asteroid tour
departure and arrival maneuvers, ∆vAS

is the magnitude of the maneuver to arrive at the final asteroid, ∆vDk

is the magnitude of the maneuver to depart the kth asteroid, and ∆vAk
is the magnitude of the maneuver to

arrive at the kth asteroid. A spacecraft propulsion system must be chosen, which fixes the value of Isp.

Launch vehicle performance can be analyzed by looking up the amount of mass that a given launch vehicle
can launch for the value of C3 associated with the asteroid tour mission and then comparing that to the
required launch mass specified by Eq. 5. If ml is too large to be handled by available launch vehicles then
a better spacecraft propulsion system with a higher Isp may be chosen if available, S may be reduced (visit
fewer asteroids), the bounds on Earth departure date, flight time, and loiter time may be modified, or a
different population of candidate asteroids may be considered.

Additional Considerations The Series Method algorithm bears resemblance to a computer chess program
that only looks one move ahead when calculating its next move. However, chess programs ideally look many
moves ahead, considering large numbers of possible next moves before selecting one. This might also be ideal
for the Series Method, but the computational cost of looking more than one move ahead quickly becomes
prohibitive. For instance, a subsequent target asteroid is chosen based on minimum overall ∆v, though
selecting a different asteroid for the next destination, even if it requires slightly more ∆v, might happen to
position the spacecraft spatially and temporally to be able to access the remaining asteroids in the itinerary
for lower total mission ∆v. Unfortunately, there is no computationally efficient means of determining this.
Nevertheless, the optimality of the Series Method in its current form has yet to be assessed and may prove to
be quite good. For example, if it is able to find solutions that are reasonably close to optimal while requiring
only a tiny fraction of the computational time for an exhaustive search, then looking only one move ahead is
perhaps nearly ideal.

One of the chief unique advantages of the Series Method is that it can be executed for an arbitrary set of
initial conditions, which facilitates “Just–In–Time–Mission–Design.” For instance, if the spacecraft has made
it halfway through the itinerary during the actual mission and it is decided that the remaining asteroids on the
itinerary are not as scientifically interesting as previously thought, or science operations at the last visited as-
teroid concluded ahead of schedule, then the Series Method can be re–executed using the spacecraft’s current
state, modified parameters, and a modified candidate asteroid population to generate a new itinerary for the
remainder of the mission. This allows the mission controllers tremendous flexibility and the opportunity to
maximize the science return of any mission. The algorithm is also trivially parallelizable and thus can easily
be run extremely rapidly on multiple computer processors, allowing results to be obtained quickly enough to
be useful in the midst of a mission.
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The Series Method was intended to ultimately produce trajectory design results suitable for a spacecraft
with a low–thrust propulsion system. However, there was not sufficient time or funding during the first phase
of the algorithm development to transition from impulsive trajectory calculations to low–thrust. This aspect
of the problem was reconsidered, though not completed, during the GTOC4 effort and preliminary low–thrust
results are presented in a subsequent section.

GTOC4 Problem

The Series Method algorithm required modification to be used for the GTOC4 problem because the number
of visited asteroids is to be maximized rather than specified a priori. Additionally, all the visited asteroids
except the last are flown by rather than rendezvoused with. Therefore the Series Method was modified to
select each subsequent asteroid targets on the basis of overall minimum ∆v (as before) but only compute
intercept (as opposed to rendezvous) maneuvers while traveling between asteroids. The cumulative total ∆v
used was monitored, along with the total mission time elapsed. Whenever the total mission ∆v limit or total
elapsed mission time limit was exceeded, the algorithm would then work backwards through the list of visited
asteroids to find a minimum ∆v rendezvous target that would satisfy both the total mission ∆v and elapsed
time constraints. Distributed parallel computing was utilized to carry out these calculations.

The GTOC4 version of the Series Method also involved a pre–processing step due to the constraint on
the magnitude of the Earth departure excess velocity. Intercept trajectories from Earth to each of the 1436
candidate asteroids were computed for the available range of Earth departure dates. Flight time was allowed
to vary between lower and upper bounds at a given scan resolution. All trajectories that satisfied the v∞
constraint were stored for each asteroid. Then, each of these qualifying first asteroid intercept trajectories
were processed as described above to generate the set of GTOC4 asteroid itinerary solutions. An advantage
of this approach is that the first asteroid flyby via direct high–energy launch from Earth is achieved with no
expenditure of the spacecraft’s on–board fuel.

Figure 4. Example First Target Trajectory Scan

Not all of the asteroids were found to be reachable via direct intercept from Earth for v∞ ≤ 4.0 km/s. Some
asteroids offered many (hundreds or thousands in some cases) direct intercept opportunities from Earth, as
shown in Figure 4, while other asteroids offered only one available first intercept opportunity.
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RESULTS

Serial Asteroid Rendezvous Mission

A case study using the Series Method for serial asteroid rendezvous was executed with the goal of selecting
6 asteroids out of a population of 949 PHAs. The year of Earth departure was varied between 2012 and 2017,
inclusive. Time of flight was varied between 10 and 400 days and loiter time was varied between 60 and
240 days, both at a scan resolution of 0.5 days. This resulted in a maximum possible mission duration
of approximately 20 years and 5679 iterations, yielding a total of 4, 583, 606, 995 trajectory grid points to
sample. The algorithm was written entirely in C. The total execution time on one core of a 2.4 GHz AMD
Phenom 9750 Quad-Core Processor was approximately 28 hours. While this algorithm lends itself readily
to parallel computing, that was reserved until the GTOC4 effort, which is discussed in a subsequent section.
Additionally, neither the C code nor its compilation into an executable was optimized. Thus the Series Method
can clearly be made to execute quite swiftly after code/compiling optimizations and parallelization.

The algorithm produced a 6 asteroid itinerary for which the Earth departure C3 is 10.582 km2/s2 and for
which the total mission duration is approximately 7 years. Table 2 presents the list of destination asteroids
selected for the mission in the order in which they are visited.

Table 2. Destination Asteroids for Serial Rendezvous Mission

Asteroid SMA (AU) Eccentricity Inclination Abs. Mag., H Est. Diameter (m)

2002NV16 1.24 0.22 3.51◦ 21.40 150–350
2000EA14 1.12 0.20 3.55◦ 21.00 190–420
2001FC58 1.02 0.34 6.77◦ 20.40 250–560
1982HR 1.21 0.32 2.69◦ 19.03 420–940
1993BX3 1.39 0.28 2.79◦ 20.86 210–470

2000HA24 1.11 0.32 2.17◦ 18.96 420–940

Note that the selected asteroids have very similar semi-major axes, eccentricities, and low inclinations;
these are expected features of an efficient mission design solution. Additionally, while the taxonomic types
(spectral classes) of the asteroids selected are unknown, all of them are estimated to be “small” asteroids
(< 1 km in size) based on their observed absolute magnitudes. Their probable sizes alone make them inter-
esting scientific targets since small asteroids have been largely unvisited and a variety of questions about their
structure, composition, and origins remain unanswered.

The serial asteroid rendezvous mission itinerary is presented in Table 3, showing the departure dates, flight
times, loiter times, and maneuver magnitudes for each segment of the mission. Figure 5 shows the orbits
of the 6 selected asteroids, the spacecraft rendezvous trajectories between them, and the segments of the
asteroid orbits during which the spacecraft is loitering in the vicinity of each asteroid for science purposes.
The asteroid orbits are colored according to the order in which they are visited. This ordering corresponds to
the ordering in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 4 presents the launch mass and launch vehicle capability assessments for the mission design, assum-
ing that the spacecraft carries a thruster (to be used for all rendezvous maneuvers) with a specific impulse,
I

sp
, of 4000 seconds, which is currently around the upper limit of electric propulsion performance.8 Four

possible values are considered for spacecraft dry mass, m
DRY

, beginning with 400 kg, a nominal m
DRY

for
an asteroid mission (based on previous missions). In this case m

DRY
simply refers to the mass of the space-

craft not including the fuel required to carry out the departure and arrival maneuvers∗ shown in Table 3. The

∗Therefore the “dry” spacecraft mass in this case does include some amount of fuel for performing small proximity operations
maneuvers while loitering near each asteroid for the purpose of collecting scientific measurements. The spacecraft will require less fuel
to accelerate as these consumables are expended, and hence treating the spacecraft “dry” mass as constant is a conservative assumption.
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Table 3. Serial Rendezvous Mission Itinerary

Segment Dep. Date TOF (days) Loiter Time (days) ∆vDEP (km/s) ∆vARR (km/s)

Earth to 2002NV16 09/26/2013 252 186 3.253 0.592
2002NV16 to 2000EA14 12/09/2014 132 86 2.004 0.713
2000EA14 to 2001FC58 07/15/2015 201 235 1.912 2.185
2001FC58 to 1982HR 09/24/2016 315 240 3.377 2.411
1982HR to 1993BX3 04/03/2018 280 217 0.631 2.003
1993BX3 to 2000HA24 08/13/2019 252 N/A 2.004 1.638
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Figure 5. Serial Rendezvous with 6 Asteroids

launch mass values shown in Table 4 are the sum ofm
DRY

and the total fuel required for the departure/arrival
maneuvers, computed using Eq. 5.

The Delta–IV Heavy∗ launcher is able to place a launch mass of about 7800 kg onto a C3 = 10.582 km2/s2

Earth departure trajectory† and so it is able to handle any of the four m
DRY

values. The Delta II‡ launcher
can only place a launch mass of about 1000 kg onto the departure trajectory and therefore can only handle
m

DRY
equal to 400 or 600 kg.

Additional analysis showed that the Delta–IV Heavy is also able to handle m
DRY

values from 400 to 1000
kg for spacecraft thruster Isp values down to 1000 seconds. If the spacecraft thruster Isp is reduced to 500
seconds (optimistic upper limit for high–thrust chemical thrusters) and only the first 4 asteroids are visited,
the Delta–IV Heavy is able to handle the launch for an m

DRY
of 400 kg. If the spacecraft thruster I

sp
is

reduced to 300 seconds (more realistic§ chemical thruster value) and only the first 3 asteroids are visited,

∗Delta–IV–4050H–19
†All launch vehicle performance numbers were obtained from the NASA Launch Services Program’s Vehicle Performance Web Site

at http://elvperf.ksc.nasa.gov/elvMap/?
‡Delta–II–2925–9.5 (roughly equivalent to the 7925–8 but with 9.5 fairing.
§The NEAR Shoemaker spacecraft that visited the asteroid Eros used a thruster with a specific impulse of about 313 seconds.
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Table 4. Launch Vehicle Capabilities for Serial Rendezvous Mission with Isp = 4000 s Thruster

m
DRY

(kg) Launch Mass (kg) Delta II Delta IV H

400 656 Yes Yes
600 985 Yes Yes
800 1313 No Yes
1000 1642 No Yes

then the Delta–IV Heavy is able to launch the mission for an m
DRY

of 400 or 600 kg. Low–thrust trajectory
calculations were not considered in this analysis due to time and funding constraints; the GTOC4 study does
however include some preliminary low–thrust analysis.

GTOC4

Scanning Earth departure trajectories within launch date and flight time bounds at a particular scan resolu-
tion yielded a total of 149, 040 unique allowable Earth departure trajectories that satisfied the v∞ constraint
to intercept 1023 of the 1436 asteroids; 413 of the asteroids were found to not be accessible as direct first
targets from Earth due to the v∞ constraint. Some asteroids offered only one qualifying Earth departure to
intercept trajectory in the range of launch dates considered while others offered thousands.
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Figure 6. Spacecraft mass as a function of Time at Continuous Maximum Thrust

Integration of the spacecraft fuel mass equations demonstrated that the Isp = 3000 s thruster can be operated
continuously at maximum thrust (0.135 N) for 6.9 years before consuming all 1000 kg of its fuel, as shown
in Figure 6, and that the cumulative ∆v imparted to the mdry = 500 kg spacecraft is 32.32 km/s, shown in
Figure 7. These results were confirmed by the ideal rocket equation.

Therefore the total mission ∆v limit for the GTOC4 version of the Series Method algorithm was set
at 32.32 km/s and the maximum allowable mission elapsed time was set to 10 years, as per the problem
statement. The processing of all 149, 040 candidate Earth departure trajectories was executed via distributed
parallel computing across 6 CPU cores; 4 cores from a 2.4 GHz AMD Phenom 9750 Quad-Core Processor
and 2 from a 2.26 GHz Intel Core2 Duo P8400 CPU. The total processing time was 14 days. The algorithm
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Figure 7. Cumulative Spacecraft ∆v as a Function of Time at Continuous Maximum Thrust

readily scales to an arbitrary number of CPUs and therefore future processing runs distributed over many
processors are expected to finish much more quickly.

Figure 8 shows the distribution of performance index values found in all the solutions generated by the
GTOC4 Series Method algorithm. The minimum value of J found is 7, the mean is 27, and the maximum
is 39. These results show an interesting agreement with the actual results of the GTOC4 competition,9 for
which the minimum value of J is 12, the mean is 27, and the maximum is 44. Thus the mean value of the
performance index found in the actual GTOC4 results matches the mean found by the Series Method, while
the minimum and maximum J in the GTOC4 results are each biased up from the Series Method results by 5.

A total of 58 asteroid itinerary solutions were found with J = 39. One of these is presented here as an
example. Table 5 provides a summary of the general mission parameters. The orbits of the 39 target asteroids
selected by the algorithm are shown in Figure 9(a) and the trajectory flown by the spacecraft (asteroid flybys
are marked) is shown in Figure 9(b).

Table 5. GTOC4 Mission Summary

Launch Date (MJD) 59130.0
Launch Date 10/08/2020
Launch v∞ (km/s) 2.89
Launch C3 (km2/s2) 8.35
Performance Index, J 39
Total Flight Time, τ (years) 9.99
Final Spacecraft Mass, mf (kg) 581.3
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The evolution of the spacecraft’s semi–major axis is shown in Figure 10 and compared to the semi–major
axes of the asteroids being intercepted. It is interesting to note that while the semi–major axes of the inter-
cepted asteroids vary substantially, the semi–major axis of the spacecraft varies little and remains close to
1 AU throughout the asteroid tour. This aspect of the spacecraft dynamics is indicative that the itinerary is
efficient since the algorithm is selecting asteroids for the spacecraft to intercept such the required changes in
the spacecraft’s orbital energy are small.
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Figure 10. Spacecraft Semi–Major Axis Evolution

The evolution of the spacecraft’s orbital eccentricity is shown in Figure 11 along with the eccentricities
of the asteroids being intercepted. The behavior is similar to that of the semi–major axis in the sense that
the spacecraft eccentricity varies little while the eccentricities of the asteroids intercepted vary significantly.
While the spacecraft’s eccentricity varies more than its semi–major axis, the eccentricity trend is still com-
mensurate with an efficient itinerary solution.

Figure 12 shows that the spacecraft’s inclination remains low and varies little throughout the trajectory
while the inclinations of the intercepted asteroids vary significantly. This is also a hallmark of an efficient
itinerary solution since orbital inclination maneuvers consume a great deal of fuel. Altogether, these results
indicate that the asteroid tour itineraries generated by the GTOC4 Series Method are highly efficient (though
they are likely suboptimal), particularly for large values of J .

The mass evolution of the spacecraft was determined in post–processing by utilizing the ideal rocket equa-
tion. Table 6 presents the spacecraft asteroid itinerary and mass evolution, beginning with the first asteroid
flyby subsequent to Earth departure and concluding with the target asteroid for final rendezvous.

The amount of time that the spacecraft thruster would have to be thrusting for each trajectory segment was
also computed by synthesizing the data presented in Figures 6 and 7, yielding the ∆v per day available as
function of mass as shown in Figure 13. A polynomial fit was applied to the ∆v per day data to facilitate
calculations. The thruster on–times were computed as a percentage of the time of flight for each trajectory
segment and then compared to the results of low–thrust trajectory calculations in two examples that are
presented in a subsequent section.

Low–Thrust Trajectory Segment Design A low–thrust trajectory design algorithm is currently under de-
velopment that will be able to post–process the impulsively–computed asteroid tour itinerary and produce
low–thrust trajectories for the itinerary, finalizing the solution. The current version of the low–thrust trajec-
tory algorithm employs a shooting method to solve the two–point boundary value problem resulting from a
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Figure 11. Spacecraft Eccentricity Evolution

maximum mass (minimum fuel) formulation of the optimal control problem for low–thrust spacecraft propul-
sion. One important aspect of the future work for this research is to develop a means by which to predict
whether a given impulsively–computed trajectory segment will converge in the low–thrust algorithm. Thus
far some preliminary case studies have been carried out but further analysis and development are required.

Currently under consideration is a metric named the acceleration ratio, α, given by

α =
∆v

imp
/TOF

Tmax/m0
(6)

It is possible that this metric, or an augmented version of it, will be able to reliably predict whether a given
impulsively–computed trajectory segment will converge when subjected to low–thrust trajectory analysis.
Incorporating this metric into the GTOC4 version of the Series Method algorithm would then allow trajec-
tories between asteroids to be selected by finding all trajectories that satisfy the acceleration ratio constraint
and then selecting the minimum time trajectory from that subset. If this is done for each segment of the
itinerary (rather than selecting subsequent targets based solely on minimum impulsive ∆v as was done previ-
ously) then it may be possible to exceed the current maximum value of J (39) while simultaneously ensuring
low–thrust feasibility. This possibility is corroborated by the fact that the GTOC4 Series Method algorithm
described herein bears a strong resemblance to the solution method used by the team that won GTOC410 with
a score of J = 44.

Two example trajectory segments from the many that were generated by the Series Method algorithm for
the GTOC4 problem have been analyzed to illustrate the concept, though a much broader and deeper study
must be carried out before any conclusions may be drawn. The first example is an impulsively–computed 74
day trajectory segment. The impulsive calculations predict that the spacecraft will have to thrust for 24.86%
of the flight time and that the mass of the spacecraft after arriving at its destination will be 1492.4 kg. The
acceleration ratio for this trajectory segment was computed to be 0.26 using Eq. 6. The low–thrust trajectory
algorithm was able to converge easily for this trajectory, yielding a percent thrusting time of 28.38% and a
final mass of 1491.6 kg, both of which closely match the impulsive calculation predictions. The low–thrust
trajectory, with thrust vectors marked as arrows, is shown in Figure 14.

The second example is a 72 day trajectory segment with an impulsively–computed percent thrusting time
of 91% and final mass of 1356.1 kg. The acceleration ratio for this trajectory was computed to be 0.92.
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Figure 12. Spacecraft Inclination Evolution

The low–thrust algorithm was not able to converge for this trajectory, so the maximum allowable thrust was
raised from 0.135 N to 0.198 N as an experiment (note that this has the effect of reducing α). This allowed
the algorithm to converge and resulted in an actual percent thrusting time of 94% and a final mass of 1342.6
kg. These results are do not match the impulsive calculations as closely as the results in the first case did, but
they are reasonably comparable given the fact that the maximum thrust was increased in this second case.

These results indicate that further case studies with the acceleration ratio metric should lead to a method
for reliably predicting whether an impulsively–computed trajectory will be feasible for low–thrust. This will
allow the Series Method algorithm to continue using impulsive trajectory calculations, which is essential for
computational speed and efficiency, while still being capable of producing the desired low–thrust mission
design results.
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Table 6. GTOC4 Asteroid Itinerary and Spacecraft Mass Evolution

Asteroid Segment Type Time (MJD) Spacecraft Mass (kg)

162173 Flyby 59244.0 1500.000
140158 Flyby 59353.0 1436.279

2008EE9 Flyby 59443.0 1387.355
1983LC Flyby 59489.0 1372.457

2000QV7 Flyby 59591.0 1312.762
2003JO14 Flyby 59703.0 1265.080
2007YF Flyby 59808.0 1238.010
2006RJ1 Flyby 59894.0 1204.406

2001SY169 Flyby 59964.0 1200.832
2003GX Flyby 60033.0 1180.349

2005YP180 Flyby 60112.0 1156.602
2003LH Flyby 60203.0 1147.390
22753 Flyby 60306.0 1139.755

1991FB Flyby 60378.0 1133.069
2005BG28 Flyby 60488.0 1090.918
2007XH16 Flyby 60600.0 1076.019

153002 Flyby 60720.0 1019.515
2003YG136 Flyby 60777.0 972.617
2007VB138 Flyby 60874.0 956.146

2007DJ8 Flyby 60988.0 946.000
2008GF1 Flyby 61048.0 915.642
2004FD Flyby 61119.0 907.265

1994WR12 Flyby 61225.0 893.045
2008EL85 Flyby 61338.0 883.581
2001BA16 Flyby 61452.0 863.138

2004KZ Flyby 61568.0 847.591
2007CR5 Flyby 61659.0 790.146
2008TP26 Flyby 61711.0 776.823
2005XN27 Flyby 61823.0 768.677
2005UH6 Flyby 61937.0 757.828
1998DK36 Flyby 62025.0 748.300

175706 Flyby 62097.0 722.532
4769 Flyby 62178.0 698.908

2008TS26 Flyby 62244.0 684.545
175729 Flyby 62360.0 677.364

2000SZ162 Flyby 62480.0 659.040
141851 Flyby 62537.0 651.134
2001UO Flyby 62611.0 636.500
1997US2 Flyby 62657.0 630.486
2005CN Rendezvous 62781.0 581.300
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CONCLUSION

The Series Method algorithm has been developed to generate feasible, efficient solutions to the NP–
complete problem of designing itineraries for serial asteroid rendezvous or intercept missions. This algorithm
may enable asteroid missions to yield a much greater science return, aiding in understanding the origins of our
solar system and providing critical knowledge for designing systems to protect us from devastating asteroid
impacts.

While the optimality of the Series Method algorithm is yet to be determined, the trends found in the data
generated for representative test cases indicates that the solutions being generated are certainly efficient.

The use of Lambert targeting for impulsive trajectory design and the use of distributed parallel computing
allow this algorithm to execute rapidly on modern computer platforms, particularly clusters. This allows the
Series Method to offer “Just–In–Time–Mission–Design,” enabling mission controllers to change the space-
craft flight plan on the fly during mission operations if doing so can increase the scientific value of the data
collected by the spacecraft.

However, the high specific impulse offered by low–thrust propulsion systems is crucial for carrying out
missions that visit significant numbers of asteroids. Therefore a high priority for ongoing work is finalization
of metrics and algorithm augmentations that will ensure that the impulsively–computed asteroid itineraries
can be flown with low–thrust propulsion.

Future Work

Future work for this problem includes analysis of important trends in the solutions generated by the algo-
rithms presented herein. Additionally, the optimality of the solutions may be characterized statistically by
executing a statistically significant number of small–scale problems. The execution time can also be dra-
matically reduced by operating the algorithm in a parallel computing environment such as a cluster. The
development of the low–thrust trajectory design algorithm must also be brought to conclusion, along with
the development of the mapping that will allow it to be applied to impulsively–computed small body tour
trajectory sets. This will allow the GTOC4 version of the algorithm (successive flybys) to be re–executed in
a manner that may yield more than the current maximum of 39 flybys.

Other applications of the small bodies tour algorithm presented herein may also be explored. For example,
these algorithms may prove useful for designing Earth–orbiting missions in which large numbers of orbital
debris pieces are visited in turn and de–orbited or otherwise mitigated.

The traveling salesman problem itself, and similar problems such as designing complex integrated circuits
(e.g., by arranging several hundred thousand circuit elements on a tiny silicon substrate in a manner that is
optimized to minimize interference among their connecting wires), have been effectively solved for practical
purposes by Simulated Annealing methods.1 It may be possible to apply Simulating Annealing, and other
novel computational methods such as Genetic Algorithms, to the small bodies tour problem analyzed herein.
One of the challenges in Simulated Annealing is to select an appropriate annealing schedule since these have
to be customized for the problem at hand.11

Other computational approaches such as network flow algorithms (if the ordering constraints for the small
bodies tour problem can be properly expressed) may also be applicable. Computer chess programs may
provide insight as well. While gravity assists were excluded from consideration previously, their utility may
be examined in future studies. All of these alternative approaches to solving the problem may be considered
and explored as time and funding allow.
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